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Executive Summary
Seven representatives of the Pacific Urchin Harvesters and the Pacific Sea Cucumber Harvester
Associations (PUHA and PSCHA respectively) were joined by 5 representatives of BC exporting
companies to exhibit at the 2018 Seafood Expo Asia. Over the 3 days of the show we catalogued
contact information from 83 visitors who achieved an average qualification score of 5.35. This
show remains one of our most productive based on these metrics and we were satisfied how
things went, especially given the volatile trade environment we find ourselves in because of the
still evolving trade dispute between the US and everyone else but most particularly China.
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PUHA & PSCHA

Seafood Expo Asia 2018

Introduction
Mike Featherstone, Thom Liptrot, Bob Hegedus, David McRae, Lawrence Anderson, Shelly
Buchanan and Geoff Krause were joined by Pat and Noah Fantillo, Paddy Wong, Ed Sang and
Daisy Wong in Hong Kong for the 2018 Seafood Expo Asia (SEA). This is the 9th year we have
exhibited at the show. This show is smaller than most of the others we attend but it is generally
our most successful each year. It is billed as Asia’s Signature show for high quality seafood from
around the world and we have in fact been strong supporters of this show to the extent that the
producers continue to use a profile of a red sea urchin as key part of their show logo in all their
marketing and signage. We are provided a very prominent location right at the entrance to the
show so basically all the traffic coming into the show passes right by our booth. Our numbers
have been pretty stable for the past few years and compare favourably with the other shows we
attend.
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The organizers reported that the show was about the same size this year as last but the traffic was
a bit different than has been the case in prior years. Things started off with a good bang, but took
longer to get started on the second and third days and we ended up with one less contact in our
collection compared to last year. There has been some suggestion that international business is a
bit slower these days because of worries about the developing trade war between the US and
everyone else, although including most especially China. It seems plausible as traffic was also
reportedly down at the Hong Kong Bar and Restaurant Expo, an event that takes place in a
couple of adjacent halls at the same time as the SEA.

Market Overview
As seems to be the case with almost everything these days, the main stories affecting the market
even in Hong Kong now seem to revolve around US President Donald Trump. Worries about
what is happening in international trade are top of mind just about everywhere in the developed
world and Hong Kong is at one of the major intersections between the world’s two largest
economies. Given the overt hostility of President Trump to China, uncertainty about how far
things are going to go is tempering the enthusiasm of the business community even in Hong
Kong and affecting economic growth prospects, investment decisions and even spending in the
city as people adjust to a less certain future. The worry is not so much that Hong Kong is going to
be caught directly by the US tariffs promised for China goods, it is considered a separate entity
from China and is treated differently under the US-Hong Kong Policy Act (1992) which has
“defined” US policies on Hong Kong since the handover from British rule in 1997 (Lam, J. And
K. Leung. 2018. The US Consul General Kurt Tong dismisses Hong Kong National Party’s call
to punish city by applying US-China trade war tariffs. SCMP e-edition. Sep 5, 2018). However
the city remains a major port for goods entering and leaving China and worries about the impact
of the threatened tariffs on what is a major business in the city are not surprising. Diminishing
sentiment is cascading through many sectors and affecting spending in food service, office
services, travel, finance, investment and trade.
The business situation in Hong Kong reflects an international relations landscape that is more
fluid than it has been for decades as the US seems increasingly intent on forcing countries to
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choose sides between the US and China in an emerging contest for dominance in the region and
globally. President Trump seems to thrive on his self-appointed role as disruptor-in-chief but
what is apparently on the table now is frightening to many, especially as he doubles down and
presses ahead with a single-minded agenda to supercharge the US economy and trade position
using tariffs and bluster as his levers of choice. Enlightened self interest does not apparently
inform his approach, his is a zero sum perspective that sees only adversaries and one where there
can be no win:win even with historic partners and allies. He seeks advantage over adversariesand friends- by forcing distress on them through threats and intimidation coupled with escalating
tariffs, all the while playing to the confirmation bias(es) of his “base” that the rest of the world is
victimizing the US in concert with a poorly defined “elite”, the membership of which by some
some measures must surely include him. However, in so doing he alienates allies and traditional
friends like Canada, Europe, the UK, Japan, Korea, Australia, etc.. in apparent and complete
disregard to downstream consequences not just to them but also to the US itself. The US is, in
short, sacrificing the advantages of its pre-eminent long term soft (diplomatic) power built
through generations of strengthening alliances as it throws everything under the bus apparently in
pursuit of short term bragging rights.
This is affecting relations domestically as well. Polarization and even overt hostilities are
similarly on the rise in the domestic US civil space as well as the real-life consequences of the
“divide and conquer” tactics he uses so effectively become more apparent. Stabilizing
mechanisms developed domestically over decades in economics, finance, environmental
protection, military mobilization, press freedoms, anti-corruption policies and legal
accountability, etc are being challenged and rolled back to facilitate a realignment of power and
privilege at home and abroad. By using a tax reduction to transfer even more wealth to the rich,
the US is now running an annual deficit in excess of $1 Trillion USD. despite achieving
sustained economic growth rates that have not been seen since probably the 1950's. This deficit
will only explode when, not if, things slow down as the business cycle remains a force to reckon
with. Expert opinion regards the boom right now as temporary now because the productivity
boosting investments needed to sustain it are missing and the fear is that the economy is on a bit
of a sugar high that will fade by around the first quarter next year.
How it will turn out is anyone’s guess at this point, but the world is watching. At least most are,
as always, generally hoping for the best but some are still actively promoting further escalation of
strife as the best way forward. In fact some countries see the US example as contagious and
countries with weaker institutional foundations to support their democratic functions are
becoming more nationalist, isolationist and obstructionist to international coordination even as
existential threats from the environmental and socio-economic impacts of climate change are
becoming more obviously extreme and harder to deny. It may strike many in the business
community as over-the-top, but the fact is that many interests are keeping a close eye on the
developing situation. Contingency plans are being developed by companies and countries around
the world to respond to worst case scenarios that now include a significant and apparently rising
probability of full blown trade wars involving the US and not only China but also many of its
other trading partners. If refugee flows explode because of environmental degradation, the risks
of these hostilities metastasizing and compounding with military posturing into more widespread
and escalating disputes with the potential to run entirely out of anyone’s control are also
apparently growing. Hopefully if that point is approached, the view into the abyss will be enough
to convince even doubters that we need to do things differently.
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Show Report
The Seafood Expo Asia (SEA) has a distinctly Hong Kong Cantonese flavour as part of its
character and the show starts with a Lion Dance that is thought to attract favourable spirits and
attention so all participating in the show will find success. The lion dance has been part of
Chinese culture for millenia and is performed on auspicious occasions including weddings, store
openings,
and
various
festivals
and
celebratio
ns. The
lion, a
symbol of
power,
wisdom,
and good
fortune,
chases
away evil
spirits and
brings
happiness,
longevity,
and good
luck.
Once
things
settled in
for the
show
traffic
started
slowly but
then built
rapidly as
the noon
hour and
the
Restauran
t and Bar
Show was
closer to
opening.
The first
day ended
up with us
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having 49 visitors presenting an average score of 5.27. Just over 2/3 of our visitors that day
hailed form China , 15 (31%) of these people were from Hong Kong, while 18 (37%) were from
other parts of China including Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Beijing, Shanghai, Fuzhou and Dalian.
The other third were from Canada (2), South Korea (2), Singapore (2), while France, UK, US,
Malaysia, Australia and Taipei each having one. Notable prospects from Day one included:
Yonghui Superstores Co. Ltd., a large super market with looking for possible new products who
was introduced to us by Cathy Yao, a BC Trade representative based in Guangzhou;
Darwin Wong, a wholesaler from Omarket of Guangzhou, who is looking for 20 - 30 cases (@
80 trays/case) of “A” grade ASAP for the Guangzhou market;
Madame Sun from China Shenzhen North-South Import & Export Trading Co. Ltd who reports
many of her customers using uni are looking for Canadian supplies;
Suki Cheah from Piau Kee of Kuala Lumpur who is looking to import RSU into Malaysia;
Mark Mak from Miyazaki Japanese Food Co., an e-tail and home delivery firm that wants to
import Canadian product into Hong Kong; and
Kenneth Vy who is looking to import live urchins into Hong Kong.

A journalist from Seafood Source stopped to enquire about and discuss what we knew of the sea
cucumber market in China at this time. The loss of upwards of a billion USD worth of sea
cucumber because of high water temperatures in the summer of 2018 was widely reported in the
press and this is expected to have a major impact on proces this year. China also has a
considerable volume of sea cucumber in onshore tanks that was not affected by the high
temperature but it too has a problem that is not widely known. According to one trusted source
from China it seems that much of this onshore product has very high levels of residual
antibiotics, levels that will raise concerns about health implications. This news is not yet widely
known, however once it does get out general concern with food purity and healthfulness in many
Chinese products can also be expected to lead to better press for demonstrably pure and trusted
Canadian product.
We attended a reception at the BC International Trade and Investment after the show on the first
day, but traffic towards the end of the day was busy enough that we actually dod not get away
until the show closed at 1800 hours. By the tinme we got to the offices things were winding
down and we did not really get much of a chance to meet and mingle.

Day 2 saw traffic slower than was expected from previous years but which never the less still
added up to about 25 contacts which together had a average score of 5.8, an improvement over
Day 1. Notable contacts included:
Johnny Chi from Go Fresh Co. of Hong Kong, a sushi restaurant chain affiliated with Sushi
Express of Taiwan and which has about 70 shops in Hong Kong that it is looking to
supply;
William Dunbar, General manager of the Wynn Palace in Macau, one of Macau’s most
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prestigious casino resorts, who is looking for both sea urchin and cucumber for the resort;
Kevin Kang from Sushi Express, a Taiwanese restaurant chain with about 200 shops in Taiwan
for which it is seeking supply.

Day 3 saw traffic at the lowest level, quite possibly the lowest we have seen at this show, but a
couple of visitors did provide some interesting insight into the local market. Paul Lee of Linson
Global Trading (Hong Kong) reported that he was paying $21 US/ pound CIF Hong Kong last
year for Canadian sea cucumber skins last year. According to him, the best time for seafood like
sea cucumber, uni and even geoduck to arrive in the Hong Kong market is on a Thursday so it is
available for sale over the weekend starting on Friday night and extending through Sunday when
food service demand is highest. He also reported that Russian product lands in Dalian but is
generally low quality, even distinguished oftentimes by soft, somewhat stinky meat. He
reportedly increased his supply obligations to Chinese markets for this coming year and is
looking for additional supply.

Tables with more detail on the contacts each day are presented below. We also track the
giveaways from the booth each day as an alternate measure of the traffic at the booth. These
numbers parallel the contacts catalogued although not precisely, in part because some visitors do
not have cards to share and oly collect brochures etc.

We kept things short and sweet this year as we are still awaiting word on the project proposals.
We also did not venture out to check retail pricing for BC product around Hong Kong for the
simple reason that no fishing activity was recorded before or during our visit. This of course
meant there was no product available in the market to check.

Tables of Contacts for each day

Contacts from Day 1 of the 2018 SEA (Hong Kong)

Contacts from Day 2 of the 2018 SEA (Hong Kong)

Contacts from Day 3 of the 2018 SEA (Hong Kong)

